ONLINE-ALERT

06/06/2018

Dear esteemed associates, stakeholders and online community generally. Greetings from
SAFE LIFE UGANDA - ONLINE DIVISION.
We regrettably and reliably learnt that the highly respectable name of our organization
(SAFE LIFE UGANDA) was being misused by some unknown/unverified/unauthorized
person(s).
We intercepted online face book account entitled “LETS SAFE LIFE Uganda” the page
was circulating image of a child reportedly involved in severe fire accident.
The image sets room for an immediate sympathy/mercy; that is a common trigger used by
most wrong people to set trap for unsuspecting-sympathizers worldwide.
We have since verified the telephone number attached to the said account as registered in
the name of EMMANUEL WAMALA (+256 700389558). We tried to call the line
without success.
The purpose of this ONLINE-ALERT is to Disassociate SAFE LIFE UGANDA (SLU)ONLINE DIVISION; from all activities being performed by the so called “LETS SAFE
LIFE Uganda”.
We also learnt the person(s) was using the iconic flag of Uganda as his Access image
and/or identity.
We request that you take NOTICE of our Honesty and Humility as a successful
organization in Africa reaching the World with unique innovations and programs.
We do not beg for funds via mobile money facilities etc. We are self-sustaining and our
name (SAFE LIFE UGANDA) is what we protect most. It took us many years to build
the name and we shall not allow anybody to destroy it within minutes or hours. SAFE
LIFE UGANDA was registered in 2005, in the Republic of Uganda as a NonGovernment Organization. The name was subsequently advertised and registered with the
Uganda gazette of 18th March, 2005, assigned with dissemination of the famous anti-HIV
AIDS anthem worldwide. The HIV/AIDS Anthem was composed by Prophet Patrick
Donald Oucha, now in circulation worldwide through www.safelifeuganda.org GOLD
CERTIFIED.

Thank you,

PROPHET PATRICK DONALD OUCHA
FOUNDER CUM CHAIRPERSON
SAFE LIFE UGANDA

